SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS

In 1984, LABORIE introduced the world to computerized urodynamics. Thirty years later we maintain our unwavering passion to bring the most capable software tools to the market. As the most comprehensive Urodynamics software suite, UD5120™ and i-LIST™ offer a world-class experience including:

STATE-OF-THE-ART: Our forward-thinking, exclusive software capabilities form the world’s most advanced platform.

USER-EXPERIENCE: Touch-screen interfaces facilitate even the most advanced procedures with striking simplicity.

COMPREHENSIVE: With the ability to customize and perform the entire spectrum of testing and patient management, your capabilities will match your ambitions.
INTRODUCING AQUARIUS XT

When your goal is to build a revolutionary design, you begin from the ground up. Our fully re-designed components create an entirely new level of efficiency and capability.

The Aquarius XT is the result of LABORIE’S commitment to delivering the most advanced and integrated Urodynamics experience.

PEERLESS: Innovative clinical informatics inspired through collaborations with teaching institutions around the world.

LEGENDARY: Building on the Aquarius TT lineage, the XT is the extension of LABORIE’s unique wireless tower and workstation archetype which combines elegance and clinical efficiency.

POWERFUL: State-of-the-art procedure modules and a high performance industrial PC perform complex tasks with speed and efficiency.

THE ANATOMY OF EXCELLENCE

The Central Hub provides unparalleled ease-of-use by enabling device management at the touch of a finger.

The fifth generation of Urocap has been thoughtfully redesigned for perfect integration within the Aquarius system platform.

The Pump Module features state-of-the-art silencing technology, a wide range of flow rates and multiple calibration line storage.

The gold-standard Spinning Disk is a highly accurate and reliable artefact-resistant flowmeter with continuous flow-through technology.

The core of the measurement system, the Roam DX delivers high fidelity performance in a state-of-the-art package.

Bubble Detection and Infusion Measurement modules heighten precision and procedural efficiency.

The New Aquarius Uroflow Stand marks dramatic upgrades in size, quality and usability over any predecessors.

The UPX Wireless Puller boasts the industry’s smallest footprint and completely wireless battery operation. Available on a stand-alone rolling floor stand or a bracket mounted to the Aquarius system.

AQUARIUS PLATFORM TECHNOLOGY

QUALITY, INNOVATION, SERVICE, SATISFACTION

The AQUARIUS is the ultimate expression of our core company values. The development of this revolutionary platform is predicated on exhaustive attention to user feedback, clinical needs and technological advancement.

The industry’s first universally modular product suite, the Aquarius platform celebrates LABORIE’s commitment to Quality, Innovation, Service and Satisfaction like never before.

The height adjustable Workstations of the Aquarius platform deliver enhanced ergonomics at the push of a button.